
Luster, Tom

From: Luster,Tom
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 1999 12:59 PM
To: Fitzpatrick, Kevin
C¢: Hellwig, Raymond; Ehlers, Paula
Subject: RE: Friday SeaTac meeting...

Okay -- the 25th is on my calendar. We need to talk before then -- this is a pretty big issue and
while my regulatory interpretation seems to match the general Water Quality interpretation, there
is some difference in how we interpret stormwater inplementation.
Here's a copy of my latest memo (in two parts) regarding 401 certifications and stormwater -- let
me know what you think.

401 -StcxmwatecMemo2 401-402table.doe

.do¢

Thanks,

Tom L.

--Original Message---
From: Fitzpatrick,Kevin
Sent: Thursday,March04, 19998:49AM
To: Luster,Tom
Cc: Hellwig,Raymond
Subject: RE:FridaySeaTacmeeting...

Tom: I won't be able to attend this meeting tomorrow because I have to take our son to a dental
appointment from 10:00 to 11:30. I have had a number of occasions in the past to hear the concerns
of each of these citizen groups with Sea-Tac Airportand their particular concerns with the proposed
third runway throughout the entire public notice process on the NPDES permit.

Elizabeth Leavitt with the POS has scheduled a meeting on March 25_hhere at the NWRO @ 1:00 PM
to further delineate their requirements under the 401 Certification on the Third Runway with respect to
storm water. I hope this doesn't present a conflict and that you'll be able to attend. Thanks! Kevin

..... Original Message-m-
From: Luster, Tom
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 1999 8:12 AM
To: Hellwig, Raymond; Ehlers, Paula; Stockdale, Erik; Fitzpatrick, Kevin; Langley,

Ron

Subject: Friday SeaTac meeting...

AR 033716
Hi all --

Here's what I found out from Jonathan re: our Friday meeting at the Corps:

Attendees --

Corps -- Tom Mueller, Gail Terzi, Jonathan Freedman, and Siri Nelson (Corps atty.)
Groups -- AI Fumey (RCAA), Larry Corvari (CASE), Greg Winguard (WAP), and
Chris Gower (local activist)
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and us...

It's scheduled from 10 to 12.

Jonathan didn't have an agenda, but we agreed that the main purpose of the meeting is
for the agency folks to hear the concerns of the groups. We thought we'd start the
meeting with a brief status report of where the project was in the Corps process, and
then open it up to the groups to let us know what their concerns were.

Hope this helps...

Tom L.

AR 033717
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